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Rahi Systems is uniquely positioned to support the needs of 
today’s global enterprise. With office and warehouse facilities on 
five continents, we have the resources and expertise to provide 
deployment and operational services to customers around the 
world. These services are backed by our global distribution and 
logistics capabilities, which help to reduce costs and meet 
aggressive go-to-market timelines.

We can process orders and deliver IT equipment to many 
locations in North America, Europe and Asia in one to two weeks. 
Rahi’s experienced personnel manage these transactions from 
end to end — there’s no need to hire a third-party logistics firm 
or complete complex paperwork. We also handle customs and 
local import clearing through our subsidiaries and partners, 
minimizing the risks typically associated with international 
shipment and delivery.

    

Distribution and Logistics Services

Rahi orders the product 
from the manufacturer in 
the country of origin, and 
receives and catalogs the 
order. Rahi then ships it to 
the destination country, 
clears customs and delivers 
the order to your site.

We have developed 
boilerplate templates for 
transactions involving 
commonly ordered products 
to minimize compliance 
violations. Our processes 
create a clear trail of asset 
ownership without requiring 
you to serve as the IOR.

Rahi serves as the importer 
of record (IOR) for the 
order. That means we are 
responsible for ensuring 
compliance with all import 
laws and regulations, and 
for paying taxes, duties, 
clearance charges and 
other fees.

A Rahi logistics specialist is 
assigned to manage order 
fulfillment and oversee 
every clearing. We also 
have local resources on the 
ground to handle import 
clearance, eliminating 
communication delays.

The Rahi Difference
   We serve as importer of record.

   We take responsibility for customs compliance.

   We fill out all the paperwork.

   We handle payment of taxes, duties and fees.

   We minimize the risk of global shipment 
   and delivery.

   We provide local currency billing and 
   RMA services.



Our Locations

Global Professional Services
Rahi’s full-lifecycle professional services work in concert with global distribution and 
logistics. Our world-class engineers and subject-matter experts are available to deliver 
design, implementation and configuration services in locations around the world. We 
also can provide technician-level “smart hands” resources and 24x7 support services to 
perform routine maintenance and resolve technical issues.

Distribution and Logistics Services
Rahi’s global distribution services cut through the red tape associated with importing 
technology products and provide other key advantages. By purchasing products locally, 
Rahi is able to ensure optimal pricing at every location. We also provide local currency 
billing and RMA services to simplify the procurement process.

Our logistics services include product assembly, packaging, tracking and security for 
efficient, cost-effective delivery of IT solutions. We also provide asset management 
services that reduce the cost of maintaining hardware inventory while ensuring that 
technology solutions are available to meet mission-critical requirements.
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